
OoMPETTTTON AND CONSUMER: ACT 2010

Undertaking to the Australian Competition atìd Consumer Commission (ACCC) given
for

the purposes of section.STB of the Competition and Consumer Act 20I0 (Act)

by

Mr Jamil El-Khoury

Persons grving this Undertaking

1. This Undertaking is given to the ACCC by:

(a) Mr Jamil El-Khoury oi SO Bradman Street, Greystanes
NSW 2145

for the pu{poses of section 878 of the Acî.

Bacþround

2. Prime Fuel Distributors Pty Ltd ÀCN OqO 703 361(Prime) owns and
operates two service stations: Speedway Mt Pritchard, located at 348
Elizabeth Drive Mt Pritchard NSW 2170 (Speedway Mt Pritchard) and
Speedrn'ay Meadows, located at 365 Elizabeth Drive Mt Pritchard NSV/
2170 (Speedway Meadows)., Prime has two directors, Mr Elia El-
Khoury and Mr Jamil El-Khoury. Mr Jamil El-Khoury is the on-site
day-to-day mandger of Speedway Mt Pritchard and Speedway
Meadows. M'r Elia El-Khoury is.associated with several other service
stations.

3. It is alleged that in the period between approximately 1 May 2010 and
30 October 2010, Speedway Mt Pritchard and Speedway Meadows
promoted and advertised, on. billboard'signage outside each service
station and on the relevant petrol bowsers at each service station, that the
fuel labelled "Unlbaded" and the fuel:labelled "Unleaded 95" or "[E10]
Unleaded 95:' were different fupls with different compositions and
characteristics, when in fact they were the same fuel with the same
compositions and characteristics, pärticularly in relation to ethanol
content and octane rating.

4. At Speedway Mt Pritchard, the fuel labelled "Unleaded" and the fuel
labelled "Unleaded 95" or "[E10] Unleaded 95" was dispensed from
separate bowser's, but supplied through the same underground fuel tank.
At Speedway Meadows, the fuel labelled "Unleaded" and the fuel
labelled "Unleaded 95" or "[810] Unleaded 95", though dispensed from
separate bowsers and sep-arate underlround fuel tanks, was in fact the
same fuel.



5. Consequently, Prime sold and,promoted the same fuel to customers and
potential customers at both Speedway Mt Pritchard and Speedway
Meadows as two different fue ls at two different price points.

6. The Fuel Standard (Petrot) Deteimination 2001(CtÐ (FSPD) sets the
minimum standards for- unleaded, premium unleaded, and lead

replacement petrol. Section 3 Item 6A of the FSPD states that all grades

of fuel may contain a maximum of l0% ethanol on a volume by volume
ratio. The Fuel Quality Infornlation Standard (Ethanol) Determination
2003 (Cth) (FQISD) prescribes that all service stations dispensing
ethanol blend fuel, in circumstances where the ethanol content of the
fuel is greater than 7o/o, must clearly label any petrol pump with a

statement that the ethanol blend may qontain up to l0% ethanol,

7. Under the FSPD and FQISD, service stations can technically promote
and supply similar or identical fuel products, provided such products are

clearly labelled and displayed..The ACCC's concern with the practise of
selling the same fuel labelled as differenl fuel products at different price
points is that it has the potential to mislead or deceive consumers,
notwithstanding the disclosure requirements under the FSPD and
FQISD.

Conduct of Concern

8. The ACCC has conducted an investigation in relation to Speedway Mt
Pritchard and Speedway Méadows and formed the view that by
engaging in the cönduct and representations referred to in paragraph 3

and 4 above,.Prime is likely to ha¡re contravened ss 52, 53(a) and 55 of
the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (TPA) (now equivalent to ss 18,

29(a) and 33 of the Australian Consumer Law being Schedule 2 of the
Act) by:

(a) engaging in conduct that was misleading or deceptive or
likely,to mislead or deceive;

(b) falsely representing that the fuels had different
compositions and chaiacteristics; and

(c) engaging in cbnduct that was liable to mislead the public as

to the nature, characteristics, and suitability for purpose of
the fuels.

9. Prime acknowledges and admits that sÓme consumers may have been

mislead by tþe representations and conduct referred to in paragraph 3
above. Prime admits that its condúct is likely to have contravened ss 52,
53(a) and 55 of the TPA as outlined in paragraph 8.



10. In response'to concerns raised' by the ACCC, Prime has, since

November 2010, cooperated in resolving this matter and has taken the

following steps to address'the ACCC's concerns:

(a) immediately withdrawn ftg- promotion and sale the
"Unleaded 95" and "[810] Unleaded 95" fuel from the

Speedway Mt Pritchard and Speedway Meadows service

stations; and

(b) corrected the signage on.both billboard signage and petrol
bowsers to reflect this change.

11. Mr Jamil El-Khoury wishes to responsibly address the concerns outlined
in Paragraph 8 above by offeripg this Unðertaking to the ACCC under s

878 of the Act. The undertakings are set.out in paragraph 14 below.

Commencement of Undertaking

12. This Undertaking comes into effect when:

Mr Jamil El-Khoury; and

the ACCC accepfs the Undertaking so executed.

13. Upon the cornmencement of this Undertaking, Mr Jamil El-Khoury
undertakes to assume the obligatiohs set out in paragraph 14 below.

(a)

(b)

Undertaking

14. Mr Jamil El-Khoury undertakes for the purposes of s 878 of the Act,
from the date on which this Undertaking comes into effect, not to
engage in, or be directly or indirebtly knowingly concerned in, or party
to, the promotion and sale of different fuels (including the fuels labelled

"Unleaded" and "Unleaded 95" or "[E10] Unleaded 95") at any service
station, when in fact those different fuels promoted and sold to
customers are the same fuel.

This Undertaking;will be effective for a'period of three years following
the date it comes into effect.

15.



Definitions

16.

Acknowledgments

For the purpose of this Undertakïng:

"[810] Unleaded 95t' means a petrol product containing a

minimum RON of 95, and ethanol content of l0%
consistent with the Fuel Standard (Petrol) Determination
2001 and fhe Fuel Quality Information Standard (Ethanol)
Determination 2003;

trUnleadedtt means a petrol product containing a minimum
RON of 91 and having components outlined in the Fuel
Standard (Petrol) Determinittion 2001; and

ttUnleaded 95tt or '?remium Unleaded" means a petrol
product containing a minimum RON of 95 and having
components 'outlined in the Fuel Standard (Petrol)
Delermination 2001.

El-Khoury acknowledges that:

the ACCC will make this Undertaking publicly available
including by publishing it on the ACCC's public register of
s 878 undertakings. on its r'¿ebsite;

the ACCC will, at, its absoluie discretion, from time to time
make. public reference to .this Undertaking including in
news media statements and in ACCC publications; and

this Undertaking in ,ro ryay derogates from the rights and
remedies available to any other person arising from the
alleged conduct.

(a)

(b)

(c)

17. Mr Jamil

(a)

(b)

(c)



Executed by

Mr Jamil El-Khoury

ACCEPTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN COTVTPNUTION AIID CONST]MER
COMMISSION PT]RSUA}TT TO SECTION 878 OF THE COMPETITION AND
CONSUMER ACT 2O1O

Graeme Julian Samuel
Chairman


